
Test for 9AU3-4 

一、单选 

1. The school play needs new actors. Do you think I'm good enough to __________________? 

A. try it out 

B. try out for 

C. try out 

D. be tried out 

2. Nothing seemed to any more after her husband __________________? 

A. care: death 

B. care: died 

C. matter; death 

D. matter; died 

3. ——Are you sure you don' t mind taking care of cat while I____________? 

——______________. I like animals 

A. leave: Yes, of course 

B. leave: No, of course not 

C. am away: Yes, of course 

D. am away from: No, of course not 

4. I wonder ________________________. 

A. that how you will celebrate your birthday  

B. what's the matter with him then 

C. what do people eat on Halloween 

D. whether this is the way to the museum 

5. I’m afraid we won’t arrive there on times as __________________________ 

A. there’s a great deal of cars 

B. there’s a great deal of traffic 

C. there're a large number of traffic 

D. there're a large number of cars 

6. The terrible disease early in March this year and quickly spread to other parts of the country 

A. broke in 

B. broke out 

C. broke away 

D. broke through 

7. I’m afraid that the job is too difficult for _________ kids. 

A. so little 

B. so few 

C. such little 

D. such few 

8. Sun Zhongshan is a great leader. Many streets in China have been _______ him to show 

respect for him. 

A. named B. named after C. named D. named for 

9. Don't be too strict ________ yourself __________ everything. Too much stress is harmful to 

your health 

A. In: with B. in: on C. with; in D. with: on 



10.Sadly, my mum began blaming me for my low marks ______ I got the chance to explain 

what had happened to me. 

A. until B. till C. before D. when 

11. What about having the notes ______ and _________ before taking the exam tomorrow? 

A. printing out; going them over 

B. printed out; going over them 

C. to print out; going over them 

D. to be printed out; going them over 

12. Why don't you go to see the doctor? I think you a bad cold when having a nap in the 

office. 

A. caught B. have caught C. were caught D. will catch 

13 It's beyond doubt ________ there will be more and more wonderful Chinese films like Nezha. 

A. that B. whether C. if D. when 

14. As he had been absent from school for several days, the boy could hardly understand 

what teachers 

said in class, _____________? 

A. did he B. couldn't he C. didn't he D. could he 

15. __________ they were quite tired, _______ they continued working 

A. Though; but B. Although; while C. Because, so D. Although; / 

16. My grandfather served in the PLA in ________  when he was in _________ 

A. 1930s; the twenties 

B. the 1930s: his twenties 

C. the 1930s; the twentieth 

D. 1930s; his twentieth 

17. The book got quite popular as soon as it _________ and ______into other languages since 

then. 

A. published; has been translated 

B. published; was translated 

C. was published: has translated 

D. was published; has been translated 

18. She suggested getting up early_________ the first train. 

A. so that to catch 

B. so that she can 

C so that she could catch 

D. so to catch 

19.——Could you tell me __________________? 

——At the end of July. 

A. how often he heard from his friend 

B. how soon he will be there 

C. that he went on vacation 

D. when you will start your vacation 

20. ——WeChat makes communication much easier 

——___________. We can keep in touch with each other anytime and anywhere 

A. With pleasure B. I can't agree more C. What a shame. D. Don't mention it 



答案： CDCDB BCBCC BAADD BDCDB 

二、完形填空 

Dr Gibbs, the nicest doctor in our town, was my old neighbor at my young age. He enjoyed 

planting 

trees. His house covered ten acres(英亩) and he wished to make it a forest. 

The good doctor had some interesting but ___1___ theories (理论) about planting. He never 

watered his trees and he always beat them with a rolled-up newspaper ——to wake them up 

and ___2_ them to grow faster. 

I didn't understand ___3__he did this to his trees and one day, I asked him for the reason. 

Watering plants hurts them, Dr Gibbs explained. "If you water them, the trees will grow weaker 

and weaker. So you have to make things hard for them. "Dr Gibbs also talked about how 

watering trees made 

for shallow ( 浅) roots. Those trees that weren't watered enough had to grow ___4____ into 

the ground to search for water, which brought them stronger lives. 

To be ____5_____, I didn't quite understand his reasons. So I planted some trees by myself, 

watered 

them every day and took good care of them. I wanted to ___6____that my trees would grow 

much better 

Twenty-five years later, I came back to my hometown to ___7____those trees. Things were out 

of what I had expected, Dr. Gibbs trees were strong. My trees, however, were almost dying. 

Those trees that hadn't been watered enough and had been beaten hard were much livelier. 

I suddenly realized Dr. Gibbs theories. Poor conditions achieved better growing of his trees, 

but comfortable condition ____8____ did.  

Since then, I changed my ___9__for my son. I used to hope that his life would be smooth and 

easy. But he'll have to meet with difficulties __10___ and they can shape him into a better 

person. So I've been praying that he has the strength and courage to face everything 

1. A. strange   B. funny    C. enjoyable   D. unpleasant 

2. A. prevent   B. have     C. train       D. get 

3. A. when     B. whether   C. how      D. why 

4. A. deeper    B. faster      C. nearer    D. higher 

5. A. clever     B. lucky      C. honest   D. sad 

6. A. doubt      B. include    C. notice   D. prove 

7. A. check      B. dig        C. sell     D. water 

8. A. always     B. probably    C. never   D. sometimes 

9. A. lessons     B. instructions   C. wishes D. plans 

10.A. however   B. whenever     C. anywhere D. anyway 

答案：ADDAC DACCD 

三、阅读理解 30’ 

A 

Welcome！The Friendship Page's Find-A-Friend is the place to help people from around the 

world find more friends! Set up in 1996, we have members in 200 countries, from 7 to 90 

years old. We are popular for our friendly feel, ease of use and success in making global 

friendships! 

Just have a look, or sign up and join yourself. Before use, please note 



• Find-A-Friend is designed only for friendship 

• For help and information about Find-A-Friend, please visit our Help & FAQ section. 

• Please be careful when giving out personal information over the Internet, ——see our 

Online Safety Tips.  

• If you're under 14, please get your parent's permission before using Find-A-Friend. 

• Volunteers needed! If you'd like to help us run Find-A-Friend, please visit Positions 

Vacant. Thanks! 

      Search Find-A-Friend ——You can search for a new friend by their age, country, gender 

or 

interests. Have fun! 

     Join Find-A-Friend——The more friends the merrier! If you're already a member, you can 

update or delete your information. 

Please Note: Find-A-Friend is currently under redevelopment and so may not work properly. 

If you'd like to assist us with developing The Friendship Page, please make a donation. Thanks! 

More reasons to smile and celebrate! For more friends! For more information! Just come to 

The Friendship Pages Find-A-Friend! 

1. If you want to be a volunteer, which of the following website sections should you visit? 

A. Help FAQ B. Online Safety Tips C. Find-A-Friend D. Positions Vacant 

2. According to the text, if a boy born in 2006 wants to use Find-A-Friend, he can go there 

______. 

A. any time he likes  

B. with his parent's permission  

C. without any permission 

D. with his teacher's permission 

3. Why is the website popular? 

A. Because the website is safe 

B. Because all kinds of people can visit the website free. 

C. Because people can manage to make friends all around the world 

D. Because people can find a job there 

4. Where is the article most likely to appear? 

A Notice B. Internet C. Magazine. D. Newspaper 

5. What's the main purpose(目的) of the passage? 

A. To introduce the website ——The Friendship Page's Find-A-Friend 

B. To give some advice on making more friends 

C. To attract more people to The Friendship Page's Find-A-Friend 

D. To teach us how to set up a website online 

答案：DBCBC 

B 

Growing mushrooms (蘑菇) is probably the easiest thing you can do even if you are new to 

mushroom growing. It is becoming more common because restaurants are starting to create 

more dishes 

that include mushrooms. 

Mushrooms growing is easy. To start, you need to have a space where you are going to grow 

these mushrooms. It does not have to be a huge space but just enough for you to grow as 



many mushrooms as you need. When you have found the space perfect for you, you can start 

researching what kind of mushrooms you want to grow. There are a lot of mushrooms to 

choose from and not all of them are suitable to eat. 

When you decide what kind of mushrooms you want to grow, you can start getting ready to 

plant mushrooms. Sometimes you may want to hire some workers to help if you have a large 

mushroom farm, or if you are trying to start a professional mushroom growing business. 

Trying to have a business by yourself can be stressful. If you don' t have enough time to spend 

taking care of everything yourself, some helpers may be the best choice. 

After you have started the mushroom growing, you should regularly check that your 

mushrooms grow properly and that they are not being attacked by any pesticides(农药) or 

any other animals or something that could be dangerous to them. That is the worst part of 

mushroom developing. Protect your mushroom farm well with a fence (围栏) or a gate so 

that only you and your workers can get in and out. 

Mushroom growing is not difficult and it is easy to get started in the world of farming. You 

will 

soon possibly be able to provide some of the great cooks of the world with high quality 

mushrooms that 

will be enjoyed by thousands of people all over the world. 

6. According to the passage, many people begin to plant mushrooms probably______________. 

A. because they are in great need 

B. because they look very beautiful 

C. because they are healthy food 

D. because they are very expensive 

7. Which of the following is the right order of planting mushrooms? 

a. Choose suitable mushrooms 

b. Protect your mushrooms well 

c. Find some workers to help you.  

d. Start to grow the mushrooms 

e. Find a place to plant your mushrooms 

A. c-a-d-b-e 

B. e-a-c-d-b 

C. c-a-e-b-d 

D. e-a-d-b-c 

8. It can be inferred(推断) from the passage that _______ 

A. pesticides can be used in mushroom growing 

B. anyone can produce high quality mushrooms 

C. after starting, you should take care of the mushrooms 

D. having a mushroom business is not so difficult 

9. According to the passage, which sentence is NOT true? 

A. Although you don't know much about growing mushrooms, you can do it easily. 

B. you can choose a suitable space, just big enough for you to grow mushrooms 

C. Some mushrooms aren't suitable to eat 

D. The worst part of mushroom developing is to protect your mushrooms farm well with fence 

10. The best title of the passage is _________ 



A. Healthy mushrooms 

B. The value of mushrooms 

C How to choose mushrooms  

D. Suggestions on growing mushrooms 

答案:ABCDD 

C 

How is it that siblings(兄弟姐妹) can turn out so differently? One answer is that in fact each 

sibling grows up in a different family. The firstborn is, for a while, an only child, and certainly 

has a completely different experience of the parents than those born later. The next child is, 

for a while, the youngest, until the situation is changed by a new arrival. The mother and 

father themselves are changing and growing up, too. 

Recently, researchers have found many ways in which brothers and sisters are a lasting force 

in each other's lives. Firstborn children pick up vocabulary more quickly than their siblings. 

The reason for this might be that the later children aren't getting the same one-on-one time 

with parents. But that doesn't mean that the younger children have problems with language 

development. Later-borns don't enjoy that 

much talking time with parents, but instead they harvest lessons from bigger brothers and 

sisters, learning phrases and getting an understanding of social concepts (概念). 

Siblings created a rich world of play that helped them grow socially. Love-hate relationships 

were common among the children. Even those siblings who fought the most had just as much 

positive communication as the other sibling pairs. 

One way children seek more attention from parents is by making themselves different from 

their siblings, particularly if they are close in age. Researchers have found that the first two 

children in a family are more different from each other than the second and third. Girls with 

brothers show their differences by being more feminine than girls with sisters. A 2003 research 

paper found that those who changed to make themselves different from their siblings were 

successful in increasing the amount of warmth they achieved from their parent. 

11. The underlined part "in a different family"(in Para. I)means___________ 

A. in a different family environment 

B. in a different family tradition 

C. in different family crises(危机) 

D. in different families 

12. In terms of language development, later-borns ______________ 

A. get their parents' help 

B. learn a lot from their elder siblings 

C. experience a lot of difficulties 

D. pick up words more quickly 

13. What was found about fights among siblings? 

A. Siblings hated fighting and loved playing 

B. Siblings in some families fought frequently 

C Sibling fights led to bad sibling relationships.  

D. Siblings learned to get on together from fights 

14. The word "feminine" (in Para. 4)means __________ 

A. having qualities of parents 



B. having qualities of women 

C. having strong qualities 

D. having special qualities 

15. Which siblings in a family are the most different from each other? 

A. the first and the second 

B. girls with brothers and girls with sisters 

C. the second and the third 

D. boys close in age 

答案：ABDBA 

四、词汇 10‘ 

1. English people often find French _________ difficult. So learning French isn’ t easy. (发音) 

2. The government’s _________ on such an important problem seemed very strange. (沉默) 

3. It ________ to be seen how weather conditions will influence air flow on that day.(保持不变) 

4. He's strongly _________climbing the mountain in such terrible weather as it's too risky. (不

赞成) 

5. Money _________ much more to the boss than anything else before he was seriously ill in 

hospital. (重大影响) 

6. Wushuang's beautiful dance at the parade in the opening ceremony brought Class 6 to the 

school __________ attention, and finally they got a prize. (lead) 

7. Good friends do thing together, sharing _________ feelings and experiences.(think) 

8. It's known to all that peony is the _________ flower of China (nation) 

9. To put it ___________, there is no other way to help him out unless he's willing to take our 

advice(simple) 

10. The dream companies are so good that I wonder whether there will be any ______ to my 

applications. (reply) 

答案： pronunciation; silence; remains; against; mattered; leaders’; thoughts; national; simply; 

replies 

五、动词填空 10 

1. John with his family __________ wonton at the Qinyuan restaurant when the explosion 

suddenly broke out. What sad news! (enjoy) 

2. In 1978, Pierre Cardin walked across the streets of Beijing in an oversized drop-shoulder 

wool coat. From then on, fashion _______ to draw Chinese people's attention (begin) 

3. Linda. it's the third time this month that the price of the concert ticket __________. We'd 

better change our plan. (rise) 

4. He was so tired that as soon as he ________ in bed, he fell fast asleep. (lie) 

5. Whenever John _________ how to do the experiment, he seems too excited to calm down. 

(show) 

6. Don't touch the piano until you're let _________ music on it. (play) 

7. It was unclear whether the theory __________ correct at the discussion the next day. (prove) 

8. The boy is practicing playing football so hard that he _________ out two pair of shoes (wear) 

9. It's hard to imagine _________ a life without mobile phones and the Internet. (live) 

10. After _______ to leave Germany, Einstein accepted to be a professor at the Institute for 

Advanced Study at Princeton in the USA. (force) 

答案：Was enjoying; began; has risen; lay; shows; to play; would prove; has worn; living; being 



forced 

六、完成句子 10’ 

1.自从他决定减肥以来,在平衡膳食结构上取得了多么快的进步啊! 

__________________________________________________________ his diet since he decided to lose 

weight! 

2.Nick 成功地不理会嘲笑他的人并且更加刻苦练习,最终被很多人钦佩 

Nick ______________________________people who laugh at him and practiced ever harder, finally 

he was admired by a lot of people. 

3.当陷入困境时,我女儿总被要求继续尝试而非灰心丧气 

When in trouble, my daughter is always required to 

________________________________________________ 

4.这个简单地问题不值得花这么多时间去处理 

Such a simple problem ______________________________________________________________________ 

5.最近几年,这个嫌疑犯东躲西藏地过活,担心被警察发现 

In recent years, the suspect has kept hiding himself here and there, 

__________________________by the police. 

答案： 

1. what fast progress he has had in balancing 

2. succeeded in paying no attention to 

3. go on trying instead of losing heart 

4. is not worth spending so much time dealing with  

5. living in fear of being found 

七、任务型阅读 10’ 

People often say that the world is getting smaller. By this, they mean that with improved 

communications and trade, each country knows one another more and more. There seems 

to be a lot of truth to this. After all, you can buy African food in Norway, or watch a French 

movie in China. 

However, countries still have the power to shock people who visit them for the first time. For 

many of us there are still real differences in the culture and habits between nations. 

Recently, a Serbian student, Milorad Boti was highly surprised on a school trip to Germany 

when he found public bathrooms were not the same as those in his home country. He noticed 

that after using the 

toilet, the lid rotated(盖子旋转) as part of a cleaning process. Milorad was deeply impressed. 

Most often, however, it's eating habits that are different between cultures. When visiting a 

Western country, an Indian man, Kaushal Barot, noticed people often socializing for hours 

with friends. Kaushal was surprised because in Indian, restaurants are for one thing only: 

eating. 

The differences in cultures can seem positive, negative, or simply just strange, But rather than 

something to be feared, these differences should be welcomed. Indeed, if the whole world 

were like one big country, it would be a much more boring. So let's be proud of our own 

culture, and at the same time, open to the culture of others. 

 

Topic: Culture shocks around the world 

Malorad Boti On a school trip to Germany, he was impressed by the public bathrooms 



different from those in Serbia. After people used the toilet, its lid would rotate to clean 

_____2______ 

Kaushal Barot On his trip to a Western country, he noticed that people often ___3___hours 

socializing in restaurants with friends instead of just for food. 

The ______1___ reviews *Differences in cultures still __4___although countries have known one 

another more and more 

*We should prefer __5____these differences to fearing them as they make our world 

interesting. 

*Let's take pride in our own culture and be open to others'. 

答案; writer’s; itself; spending; remain; welcoming 


